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Why is a trade directory that is known for providing a safe trading environment getting negative
reviews? It is believed that some competitors of esources.co.uk are behind such scam rumors. They
are targeting esources because they are unhappy with the soaring business of this directory. They
want to crush its reputation in order to discourage traders from using it.

The scam reports have been fabricated by businesses that are unable to compete with esources.
They know that it is not possible for them to match its high standards, and therefore, they are trying
to suppress its popularity through false esources scam reports. But, one thing they forgot is that you
cannot build a successful business with unfair practices. The false rumors have backfired. Instead of
doing any harm to esources.co.uk, they have brought bad names to its incompetent rivals who are
spreading esources scams rumors.

Esources is a fair and responsible directory. It thoroughly verifies the credentials of suppliers to
check if they are suitable for its database. Its stringent requirement criteria ensure that only
competent suppliers pass its verification process and get included in its lists. It is highly unlikely that
a directory that takes so much care for keeping its database free from scammers is involved in
frauds. The esources name is being dragged into scams simply to defame it. Even registered
members have reiterated the fact that there are no esources scams and the directory is just being
targeted by con businesses.

Esources offers two types of membershipâ€”free and paid. Free membership allows you to register with
the directory and access its limited database of suppliers and product deals without paying anything.
You can also check the listings of premium sellers and contact them at no cost. Those who want to
get all the required assistance for running their online reselling businesses without hassles should
opt for the premium membership. For buyers, premium membership means getting unlimited e-
commerce websites, market research credits, unrestricted access to esources supplier database
and listings, an eBay handbook, and free online courses related to e-commerce business. Premium
sellers can access all buy requests, get Trade Pass authentication, list an unlimited number of
products, and get free online carts for receiving orders through esources.

The esources research team thoroughly checks the authenticity of information before publishing it.
Its research reports are flawless, and you can trust them for decision making.

If you pick any reliable esources review, you will realize that esources scam reports are false.
Thousands of new traders are registering with this directory every month. It has over one million live
listings. Not only UK traders but also international suppliers and buyers trust it for their online
reselling requirements.
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a Esources scam reports are works of fiction. If you pick any reliable esources review, you will
realize that a esources scams reports are false.
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